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Abstract:

Variance based sensitivity analysis methods are a valuable tool for modelers in engineering and other
disciplines to quantitatively determine the strength of the relation between input factors and model
outputs. There is a great variety of variance based sensitivity methods [Slt10]. For some complex
simulation based models (such as for example full vehicle crashworthiness simulation) it can be infeasible
to apply established quantitative variance based sensitivity because the models are to computationally
expensive to perform enough function evaluations that would meet the sample requirements. For such
expensive models qualitative screening methods can be applied instead. In [Cmp11] a unified approach
was presented for variable screening using a radial design sampling strategy to estimate the elementary
effects, and for an increasing number of samples the total sensitivity indices based could be estimated.

In this communication a simple and intuitive variance based variable screening method is presented and
applied to test functions and multidisciplinary automotive simulation models. Although provided enough
samples, the approach could approximate the first order sensitivity indices with arbitrary close accuracy;
the main reason to bring this approach under attention is for variable screening purposes, when the
number of samples is too small to apply established quantitative first order index estimation methods
such as EFAST [Stl99], RBD [Trn06] and EASI [Pls10]. Similarly to the previously referenced unified
method [Cmp11], also this method enables a seamless extension of the qualitative variable screening to a
quantitative sensitivity analysis, all by itself or more efficient when combined with for example the EASI
method.

The general idea of the approach is to estimate for each variable the first order contribution to the output
variance, by approximating conditioned means and their variances, over discrete intervals of finite size in
scatterplot projections. For a high number of intervals the method converges to the definition of the first
order effect sensitivity index or main effect index given in [Sbl93]. For a low number of discrete intervals
the resulting indices can be too distantly related to the sensitivity indices to label them sensitivity index
estimates. The theoretical values towards which the resulting indices, for fixed intervals converge when
the number of sample point increases are however extensive properties of the model with respect to the
fixed set of intervals chosen. The approach allows selecting the degree of spatial discretization to which
the first order sensitivities are approximated. For the remaining of this document the converged values
of those (degenerate) indices will be called Discrete Interval based Sensitivity indices (DIS) indices.

For a realistic case with a limited fixed number of samples available, that is insufficient to estimate first
order indices without a large statistical error, a compromise has to be made. Smaller intervals, lead to
theoretical DIS indices that are closer to the sensitivity indices, but since the number of samples per
interval is low the accuracy of the estimation will be low. Whereas few but large intervals contain more
samples per interval and the resulting DIS index estimations are more accurate estimates for those DIS
indices that correspond to the larger intervals. The tradeoff between statistical accuracy and spatial
discretization resolution can be selected.
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The approach is extendable for higher order interaction effects, by creating subsequent projections and
divisions in discrete intervals. However, inevitably smaller discrete intervals and subintervals require a
larger sample density to obtain relevant results, and therefore only interactions of second are considered.
The method is tested to work for data obtained with sampling strategies that result in evenly distributed
sample spacing, with a low correlation such as obtained by pseudo-random and quasi-random sampling
methods, and combinations thereof.

An intuitive overview of the method will be provided, followed by case studies using a high dimensional
instance of the Sobol-G function and vehicle simulation models. Convergence comparisons with quantita-
tive estimation methods for first order sensitivity indices will be provided, and the screening effectiveness
will be compared with the modified elementary effect method and regression methods. Besides present-
ing the practical value of coarse discrete interval based variance contribution screening, the intuitive
principle of the method could also lower the threshold to start using variance based sensitivity analysis
methods, for practitioners that are less experienced in the field of sensitivity analysis.
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Short biography – The work is performed in the scope of the task “managing the conflict between
lightweight design, NVH and Crashworthiness requirements in vehicle design” within the GRESIMO
project that is funded by the EC under grand agreement 290050. The presented variable screening
approach resulted as a side product during the activities for this task which the focus is more on multi-
disciplinary optimization of automotive vehicle structures.
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